This is the pump that changed the pool industry! Over 30 years ago, Sta-Rite introduced the first thermoplastic swimming pool pump—the Dura-Glas® pump. This pump is made of a special composite resin, which is so tough that Sta-Rite even adapted it for use in their pool filters. That innovative edge continues today and has earned Sta-Rite its reputation as the industry’s top builder of high-quality pumps. With its proven track record, the Dura-Glas is featured in many of the finest pool installations. Professional pool builders choose this pump series for its power, efficient performance and ultra-quiet sound output.

- Energy-efficient motors and superior hydraulic design deliver effortless performance, energy savings, and extend the life of the pump.
- The extra-large trap holds more dirt, and the “clear-view” lid lets you check for debris without lifting a finger.
- Rugged construction and a motor rated for continuous duty make these pumps an easy choice for providing years of reliable performance.
- Precision manufacturing of internal components and a specially designed sound-dampening base make pump operation extremely quiet.

For an investment in performance and convenience, install a Dura-Glas pump in your poolscape.
Dura-Glas® and Dura-Glas® II
Pool/Spa Pumps

Easy maintenance
A simple twist of the wrist opens the “clear-view” trap lid—it’s that fast!

Save your energy
High-efficiency motor (Dura-Glas® II pump) reduces your energy costs. Dura-Glas® pump features a standard motor.

Less frequent cleaning
Large capacity trap collects more debris, which means a lot less maintenance.

High and dry
High-mount base protects electrical motor from splashing rain and wet locations.

Engineering excellence
Innovative hydraulic design moves more water with less effort, reducing operating costs.

Unrivaled excellence
Sta-Rite’s reputation for top quality equipment goes unchallenged in the pool industry. And we earned our reputation by gaining the confidence of professional builders, and ultimately satisfying pool owners. Each feature of these pumps has been engineered to answer the needs of today’s smart buyers: high efficiency, low maintenance and reliability.

Save even more money
Superior flow dynamics effortlessly move more water to help reduce operating costs. Dura-Glas® pumps feature energy-efficient motors, which lower electrical costs even more.

Minimum maintenance
When cleaning is required, an easy twist of the wrist gives you access to the ultra-sized strainer basket. Simply empty the basket, re-apply the “clear-view” trap lid and twist it to the right.

Built for the long haul
Only the finest materials are used to build lasting quality into each pump. On the outside, Sta-Rite’s exclusive thermoplastic composite resin weatheres temperature extremes and will not corrode. On the inside, a heavy-duty shaft seal and impeller stand tough against harsh chemicals.

Performance Curves
Available in 1/2 to 3 HP and single- and two-speed models. Ask your dealer which one is right for you.

One-year limited warranty. See warranty for details.

Available from:

Simply Smarter.
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